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Pavement widened to restrict
vehicles from turning left and
to increase pavement area for
waiting pedestrians
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Buildings

Carriageway

Existing pavement

New pavement

Signalised pedestrian crossing

Tactile paving

No left turn onto
New Bridge Street
for all vehicles and
cyclists at any time

New road markings

Existing road markings

All pedestrian crossings
retained at junction

Daytime operation
-No right turn for all vehicles
Night time operation
-No right turn except for buses 
 23:00 to 06.30 hours

A201 Ludgate Circus
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Alternative routes to the North-
South Cycle Route  
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The current proposals go against the City of London’s own transport strategy and 
the Mayor’s Transport Strategy on Vision Zero, Strategic Cycling Network and 
transport hierarchy policies. 
 
On the transport hierarchy, it is notable that the scheme provides turns for a bus 
route that is only in operation approximately twice an hour through the night, but not 
for cycling for all 24 hours. In the transport hierarchies both the City and Mayor have 
produced, cycling should be a higher priority to enable than public transport. 
 
The City of London’s “Proposed core cycling network” includes both Fleet Street and 
Ludgate Circus as to receive improvements “by 2035”. Similarly, TfL’s Strategic 
Cycling Analysis highlights both roads as on a corridor of “highest potential” for 
cycling in the Strategic Cycling Network. It is therefore totally inappropriate to 
advance a scheme that not only benefits buses above cycling, but creates barriers 
to those cycling in the area. 
 
It is also worth highlighting in this context that while it is absolutely vital that City of 
London and TfL deal with the ongoing patterns of serious and fatal injuries to 
pedestrians at this location, the roads east and west of here also continue to see 
serious injuries to those cycling also, that this scheme does not even begin to 
prioritise or address. 
 
The proposals are particularly problematic for those cycling turning from Ludgate 
Hill onto New Bridge Street. There are simply not good quality routes available as 
an alternative nearby. And the proposal seeks to make no mitigation to those cycling 
in such a direction (or to those turning right from Fleet Street either). 
 
There is nothing in the consultation material to indicate any efforts to accommodate 
or even consider cycling turns onto the north-south Cycle Superhighway CS6 
southbound. LCC suggested to TfL staff in September 2019 that two-stage (left and 
right) turn designs could be utilised here. That approach does not appear to have 
been considered at all, judging by these materials. 
 
Failing to provide high-quality, convenient alternatives, or clear measures to enable 
such turns at the junction for cycling, it is likely many of those cycling here will 
continue to make the turns now banned for them. This will likely create enforcement 
issues that could and should be avoided, and/or likely increase pedestrian-cycle 
conflict unnecessarily. 
Responses: 
The experimental changes implemented introduced significant benefits for 
pedestrians crossing New Bridge Street whilst having hardly any impact for cyclists. 
Alternative routes for cyclists exist, including the nearby Bride Lane which is free of 
motor traffic (except for access), which can be used for cyclists turning left from 
Ludgate Hill via Fleet Street or right from Fleet Street to access the Cycle 
Superhighway southbound. The popular Cycle Superhighway was introduced by TfL 
to provide huge benefits to cyclists by providing a cycleway separated from general 
motor traffic by allocating highway space solely for cyclists.     
 
The experimental measure was introduced directly to reduce the risk to pedestrians 
and cyclists at this junction and therefore supports policies of casualty reduction, 






